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SPORTS NEWS

50 MOST ELIGIBLE BACHELORS 2012
DAVID RAFAEL BURI
PRODUCER, 25

If you could become invisible for a day, you would... Go backstage to a Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show. What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? Their contradictory, hypocritical mind. What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented? The wonderbra because they lie! They make you think girls have perfect boobs but when they take them off I’d go, “Where did your boobs go?” A beautiful and intelligent woman is... always taken by bigots. I’m secretly afraid of... relationships. I want to be the best man that I can be, but there’s always a lingering fear that I’m not good enough.

KHAZRUL FARIQ
ASST PRESIDENT, 26

If you could become invisible for a day, you would... Prank and haunt everyone who has ever been mean to me. What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? Why they dress to show their assets but when guys stare, they get pissed off. What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented? Clogs. It’s a huge turn-off and doesn’t match many fashion items. A beautiful and intelligent woman is...One who is independent but still confides in her partner.

On how he knows if a girl is interested:
IT’S THAT MOMENT WHEN THEY LOOK AT YOU JUST WHEN THEY ARE ABOUT TO LEAVE. EVEN IF IT’S FOR A SPLIT SECOND.

LEE WEI CHEN
MARKETING MANAGER, 26

What’s your favourite ball sport? Basketball because it’s full of ego and it’s all about dominating your opponents. No.1 on your bucket list? Sky-diving. A beautiful and intelligent woman is... dangerous. Best moment in life so far? Completing an album for my band. Your greatest fashion faux pas? Baggy jeans. Would you rather be owner of a football team or a star footballer? Owner because that’s where the money is and I don’t want to be working for somebody my entire life. What is “skorts”? A Middle Eastern invention of skirt.

On what he’d do if he could be invisible:
I’D PLAY SUPERHERO ON SOME BAD GUYS BY GIVING THEM A WEDGIE IN PUBLIC.
What do you regret most? Not learning a third language in school properly. Now, I don’t have time for it any more. What’s your favourite ball sport? Rugby. It’s dirty, rough and tough. A beautiful and intelligent woman is... Hard to find and harder to keep. What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “Can we take a bath together?” Your most life-altering decision to date? Moving and living in a foreign country. New opportunities, new ideas, new friends. If you and your best bud fall for the same girl, you would... go out together and look for other girls. What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented? Harem pants. What is “skorts”? Escorts?

On how he knows if a girl is interested

IF SHE’S PLAYING WITH HER HAIR A LOT.

What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Choosing music over a normal 9-to-5 job. My parents wanted me to be a doctor but as a musician I feel I can create something out of nothing and that is the ultimate joy in life. Which actor would play you in your biopic? Joseph Gordon-Levitt. Cos he’s a brilliant actor. What is your favourite non-ball sports? Mixed martial arts – it’s awesome! What is “skorts”? Another word for cheeseburger.

WEARING SUPER BAGGY JEANS. I WAS TRYING A LITTLE TOO HARD TO BE “HIP-HOP”. THEN I REALISED I SHOULD JUST BE MYSELF.
LEAGUE BOYS

On how he knows if a girl is interested

THE VIBES SHE GIVES OFF. THE LITTLE GESTURES LIKE SMILING AT YOU OR FINDING OPPORTUNITIES TO TOUCH YOU. IT'S ALSO IN HER TEXT MESSAGES; YOU CAN TELL WHEN A WOMAN LIKES YOU, IT'S IN THE WAY SHE TAPS HER MESSAGES.

6

LAWRENCE WONG

ACTOR, HOST, 30

What is the ONE thing you don't get about women? Obsession with shoes. You just need one good pair, no? What do you regret most? Being too playful in school and ending up failing most of my exams. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Going into showbiz. It has shaped my view of the world and made me realise that fame and money, they need to be taken with a pinch of salt. The ups and downs has made me learn how to control my emotions. I guess being in the creative line forces you to be self-reflective.

Which actor would play you in your biopic? Leonardo DiCaprio. I don't like to hear that I'm a pretty boy. I see him as someone who used to be a pretty boy but he's now an intense and talented actor. If you and your best bud fall for the same girl, you would... Fight for her, it's plagiarism to let go of the one. What really makes you happy? A great career and someone to love. What is skincare? A combo of shorts and skirts.
7 SYED NAGUIB ALSAGOFF
RADIO ANNOUNCER/TV HOST, 27

What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? Their mind games. When you say something to a woman but she questions your motives. What do you regret most? Not eating enough greens. What’s your favourite non-ball sport? Poker. Texas Hold ‘Em, strip. Your favourite female sport to watch? Tennis because of the noises they make. Megan Fox, Zooey Deschanel or Taylor Swift? Zooey Deschanel because she is fun and quirky. What REALLY makes you happy? Good food especially Jalan Alor’s salted egg squid and dried chilli chicken. Best moment in life so far? To be nominated for the CLEO Bachelors. What’s your greatest fashion faux pas? Wide legged jeans. It made me look like I was wearing an oversized skirt.

8 JAMAL OTHMAN
ICE SKATING NATIONAL COACH, 26

What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? Why they always prefer to coordinate rather than simplify? What do you regret most? I don’t regret anything... life’s decisions will take you somewhere and as long as you know how to deal with it, you’ll be fine. What’s your favourite ball sport and why? Beach volleyball because it’s associated with the beach and sex! Best moment in life so far? Opening ceremony of 2008 Winter Olympics. Walking into the stadium with my fellow athletes with my country’s flag... it’s amazing. I still get goosebumps when I think of it! What’s your greatest fashion faux pas? Cutting a pair of jeans’ leg shorter than the other. I wore it for a week and realised it’s not cool!

On the sexiest thing a girl can say to him
“CAN I BUY YOU A DRINK?” - I LIKE IT WHEN GIRLS MAKE THE FIRST MOVE.

ETERNITY AQUA FOR MEN IS CREATED FOR THOSE WHO EXUDE EASY CONFIDENCE AND EFFORTLESS CHARM.
9 DZULFA DL HJ IBRAHIM
HYDROCARBON RESOURCE ANALYST, 26
What do you regret most? Sporadic facial hair. Favourite ball sport? Rugby, because it involves strength, speed and wits. What's the worst fashion piece ever? The suspender because it gives you wedgies. Which actor would you be if you were a character in your biography? Johnny Depp because he's weird like that. If you and your best bud fall for the same girl, you would... talk to him about it because bromance comes first.

YOU GET THE VIBES WITH THOSE, AS USHER SAYS IT, "THOSE EYES, EYES, EYES".

10 TENGKU MOHD SYAHMI
FASHION DESIGNER,
If you could become invisible for a day, you would... not want to be invisible because I don't want to find out about people's true colours. What's the ONE thing you don't get about women? How they mind their work. Lacy lingerie or cute pyjamas? Lacy. It's sexy because it's delicate. What do you regret most? Being caught up with work. I wished I managed time better so that I could spend time with friends and family. I'm making up for it now, though.

11 ANDY NG WAI HOONG
MULTIMEDIA DESIGNER, 23
What is the ONE thing you don't get about women? Why they're so sensitive about their age. What's your favourite non-ball sport? Swimming. I feel very relaxed in the water. What's the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? "Hey, wanna grab lunch?" What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Getting Lasik because glasses made me look like a nerd and I hated it. What's your greatest fashion faux pas? I used to wear chequered shirts and striped pants. If you and your best bud fall for the same girl, you would... get to know her better and see if I'm the right person for her. If I'm not, then I'd make way for my buddy because her happiness is most important to me.

SINCE I'M AN ANIMAL LOVER, I WOULD GO INTO THE WILD AND GET CLOSE TO WILD ANIMALS SUCH AS TIGERS OR LIONS SINCE THEY WON'T BE ABLE TO SEE ME.
JAMES THOO
WRITER, 27
What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? How they always win at arguments. What do you regret most? I don’t regret anything because if you regret the past and fear the future, you will not move forward. What's your favourite non-ball sport? Boxing. Who would play you in your biopic? Justin Bieber. I’ve done a lot of boxing in my life and I would like to see him get hit in the face. A beautiful and intelligent woman is... hopefully a nice person too. What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “I don’t want to watch Sex & The City, let’s watch Die Hard.” Best moment in life so far? When my novel The Fudge Mechanic got published.

DO THE HONOURABLE THING: PLAY ROCK-PAPER-SCISSORS WITH MY BEST BUD TO DECIDE WHO GETS THE GIRL.

DINESH RAJAN
RAJA RAJA SOLAN
DOCTOR, 25
If you could become invisible for a day, you would... I’d find out which “friend” is secretly talking behind my back. I want to find out who’s my real friends. What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? Their insecurities. What do you regret most? Not having treated an ex well. I should have spent more time with her instead of my friends. What’s your favourite ball sport? Football. I just love the adrenaline rush. What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented? Man bags!

FINDING THE RIGHT ONE AND NEVER SETTLING FOR OPTION B.

DISTINCTIVELY MASCULINE, ETERNITY FOR MEN REFLECTS THE CLASSIC ROMANTICS WHO HONOUR BASIC VALUES.
On what he's secretly afraid of

THE SEA, THANKS TO JAWS! I'M ESPECIALLY
AFRAID OF JELLYFISH BECAUSE I COULD GET
PARALYSED BY IT. BUT I STILL ENJOY
SURFING - I'M A DAREDEVIL LIKE THAT.

14 AHMAD NABIL MAHIR
STUDENT, 24

If you could become invisible for a day, you
would... prank as many of my friends as possible,
like carry them to make them think they have
superpowers or make loud noises in the car when
they’re driving alone. Megan Fox, Zoeey Deschanel
or Taylor Swift? Megan Fox because she’s sizzling
hot but it’d be too stressful because whenever men
look at her, I know they will be imagining her naked!
She’s like a sex icon, it can’t be helped! Best
moment in life so far? When my dad survived yet
another heart surgery. What is “skorts”? What’s
that?? I don’t wanna look dumb! A new breed of
Smurfs? Short people?

15 DAVID LIAN
STUDENT, MODEL, 22

What is the ONE thing you
don’t get about women? Why
they still want to go for a manic/pedi when
they’re broke. What’s your greatest fashion
faux pas? I extended my school pants to look
like bell-bottoms. Megan Fox, Zoeey
Deschanel or Taylor Swift? Taylor Swift –
she’s pretty, sexy, sweet, wins well and
doesn’t look too aggressive. What REALLY
makes you happy? I’m easily pleased so
pretty much anything could trigger happiness.
I believe that having expectations can leave
you disappointed.

On his best moment in life

WHEN I REPRESENTED
MALAYSIA IN MR WORLD
2010 IN KOREA.

16 ROHITH MENON
ENGINEER, 27

What is the ONE thing you
don’t get about women? When
they say “Up to you laht” only to
ask you why later. What do you
regret most? For not picking
up an instrument and sticking to
it. What’s the worst fashion
piece ever invented? Ankle-
length pants. Michael Jackson
was the only one who could pull
off the look. What REALLY
makes you happy? The little
things in life – good times with
friends, oh, and ice-cream – the
ones in Italy are the best and
the most “genuine” ones I’ve
tasted. How do you tell when a
woman is attracted to a man?
The way she looks at him and
smiles dorkily at everything.

No. 1 on his bucket list
TO VISIT COPACABANA FOR
THE SUN, SEA, AND THE
BRAZILIAN WOMEN!
NIK HARRIS
FIGHTER (MIXED MARTIAL ARTS), 23

What has been your most life-altering decision to date? When I picked up mixed martial arts, I used to be on the chubby side, now I’m more disciplined, patient and it has made me a bigger man. What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented? Cross – it’s a cross between shoes and sandals and I don’t get it. If you want to be something just be one thing. Which actor would play you in your biopic? Jim Carrey because like me, he’s capable of being very serious or very funny. I’m secretly afraid of... Roaches. Those things can survive a nuclear war, no?

On his favourite non-ball sport
MIXED MARTIAL ARTS. IT’S THE ULTIMATE SPORTS BECAUSE YOU’RE FIGHTING YOURSELF AS WELL. PHYSICAL FITNESS IS SOMETHING YOU CAN GET BUT THE HEART OF A FIGHTER IS SOMETHING YOU CAN’T LEARN.

KENRICK YEE
RADIO PRODUCER/PRESENTER, 26

If you could invent a type of sport, what would it be and name the three key rules? Bikini swimming. Rules: Must wear bikinis, only backstrokes allowed and the slowest wins! What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented? Leggins, because it’s not pleasant if you don’t have a nice bottom. What’s your greatest fashion faux pas? Wearing Xmas when I was an 8. There was a time when I had to wear my uncle’s suits to attend functions. Megan Fox. Zooey Deschanel or Taylor Swift? Zooey because she’s not “gila-glamour” and has a ‘come what may’ attitude. I think she can hold a conversation the longest amongst them.

On what he thinks of a beautiful and intelligent woman
A GIRL-NEXT-DOOR WITH A STRONG DESIRE TO ACHIEVE HER GOALS IN LIFE. INDEPENDENT, KIND AND NOT CRAZY!

SLEEK AND SEXY, euphoria men IS THE CONTEMPORARY TAKE ON MASCULINITY, BOLD YET SOPHISTICATED.
PEKIN IBRAHIM
ACTOR/DIRECTOR/SINGER, 31

What’s your favourite non-ball sport? Sports car racing because I’ve always wanted to be a race car driver. I even have a car workshop – it’s just something that I’m passionate about. No.1 on your bucket list? To have my band Seven Words perform with Deftones. What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented? Hot pants, especially when the legs are not toned. Which actor would play you in your biopic? Daniel Day Lewis as I liken myself to him; he’s one of the most arrogant actors in Hollywood very selective about his scripts but his movies are guaranteed successes. Megan Fox, Zooey Deschanel or Taylor Swift? Megan Fox for her sensuality, charisma and intelligent aura. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? To move from Kelantan to KL 16 years ago to further my career because that was when my life really started. I learned how to survive on my own and realised what it was like to miss my family. How do you tell when a woman is attracted to a man? Eye contact. Actors are taught that emotion is best expressed through the eyes. I’m secretly afraid of... God.

On his favourite female sport to watch
GYMNASTICS BECAUSE IT’S ARTISTIC BUT NOT AN EASY SPORT. YOU NEED LOTS OF DISCIPLINE AND TRAINING. FOR THAT, I TRULY RESPECT THE PROCESS THAT THEY GO THROUGH.
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**The Cleo 50 Most Eligible Bachelors 2012**

*John Lloyd, Hairdresser, 22*

What's your favourite non-ball sport? Moto GP I'm really into superbikes. What do you regret most? Not finishing school. I would have had more options to explore. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Quitting school at 15. It has made me more responsible, knowing the value of money and how hard one has to work. I'm secretly afraid of... Heights. If you and your best bud fall for the same girl, you would... Back off. It's nice to step back and study your opponent.

*No. 1 on his bucket list*

**I'D LIKE TO RACE VALENTINO ROSSI.**

*Ivan Yuen Chee Wern, National Squash Player, 22*

What's the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “I love you”. What's the worst fashion piece ever invented? Rompers. Sometimes it makes the girl look shorter than she is. What's your greatest fashion faux pas? Wearing short shorts tucked into a t-shirt when I first started playing squash, and I was bald at that time (inspired by Vin Diesel). How do you tell when a woman is attracted to a man? When she keeps stealing glances at him. Your most life-altering decision to date? When I set a goal to become one of the world's top squash players.

*On what “skorts” means*

**THE NEW NAME FOR SCOTT’S EMULSION.**

---

**FOR THE REBEL AT HEART, ckfree IS MEANT FOR THE FREE-SPRITED, SPONTANEOUS MAN WHO PUSHES THE BOUNDARIES.**
22
AIMRAN AZIZI
COMMUNICATIONS EXEC, 26
What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women?
How they spend so much on handbags! What do you
regret most? Not making an effort with a girl and because of that, I’ve lost
her. What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “Would you like me to
whip up something for you?”. A beautiful and intelligent woman is...
Someone who’s not afraid to speak her mind. If you and your best bud fall
for the same girl, you would... I don’t always pursue girls and my best
bud would know when I like a girl so I think he’d step back.

On which actor would play him in his biopic
EWAN McGREGOR. HE’S A TAME AND AVERAGE
GUY... AND I THINK I AM THAT KINDA GUY.

23
MARCUS CHAN
MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS, 24
If you could become invisible for a day, you
would... Definitely be naked. What’s No.1 on your bucket
list? Sky-diving in Europe. What’s the sexiest thing a
girl can say to your? Come to bed. I’m secretly afraid of...
Spiders. I woke up with a large spider next to my face
when I was nine. A beautiful and intelligent woman is ...
My perfect girl. Which actor would play your biopic and
why? Edison Chen because people say I look like him.
Megan Fox. Zooey Deschanel or Taylor Swift? Megan Fox – she’s hot!

24
GANESH A/L VENUGOPAL
PRODUCER, 27
What do you regret most? Not causing enough havoc in school. I should have
had more fun and broken more rules. What’s your favourite ball sport?
Basketball. It has very stylish moves. Your favourite female sport to watch? Gymnastics, as I
can’t believe they can bend like that! What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented?
Everything that Lady Gaga wears. Best moment in life so far? When I got my first paycheque!
It was then that I knew you gotta earn it to enjoy it. Also, I finally got the freedom to do what I
wanted with it since it was my money! I’m secretly afraid of... Really hot girls. I get intimidated.
When they talk to me, I find it hard to respond. 10-word sentences become 3-word sentences.
What is “skorts”? A type of escort service run by Scottish people.

On what he thinks of a beautiful and intelligent woman
EASY TO FIND BUT SOMETIMES WE DON’T REALISE THAT
THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE RIGHT IN FRONT OF US.
CARL GRAHAM
MODEL, 32
What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? One thing? Most things actually. But over time, you realise that you will get it eventually. Just gotta say that they’re always right. What do you regret most? Nothing. Everything happens for a reason. Your favourite female sport to watch? Mud wrestling. Watch it and you will know why. A beautiful and intelligent woman is... Strong-minded, open-minded and caring. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? At 22, I left my business in the UK and started my modelling career. It really opened up a lifetime of opportunities for me and I got to travel.

NIGEL GAN
PR & EVENTS MANAGER, 28
If you could become invisible for a day, you would... Stalk the hottest girl in town and observe her antics throughout the day. What do you regret most in your life? The stupidest thing I did was not visit the rest of Europe, especially Amsterdam and Germany when I was in the UK. What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “Take that off right now.” Which actor would play you in your biopic? Adam Sandler because he’s naturally funny and has a stupid face which pretty much looks like mine. Would you rather be an owner of a football team or be a star footballer? Owner because I’ll be super rich, I’ll be fat, ugly and grotesque and still get the ladies. If you and your best bud fall for the same girl, you would... Win!

ck be IS DESIGNED FOR THE UNPREDICTABLE, SOUL WHO DREAMS THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM AND GOES AGAINST THE NORM.
FARHAAN HAMDAN
BUSINESS OWNER
(CONSTRUCTION), 26
What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? Why they say things like “You know what you didn’t” when I clearly don’t. What’s No.1 on your bucket list? To build my dream home mostly with glass and it has to have an infinity pool and bathrooms with rainforest shower heads. What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “You’ve got a good smile.” Which actor would play you in your biopic? Dwayne Johnson. Apparently I look tough and unapproachable like The Rock but my smile like his could melt the world! What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Turned down a business opportunity that could have easily changed my life for the worse. I was about 24 and I didn’t think I was ready for that kind of wealth. I’m secretly afraid of... Scary things.

HAZIQ ZULHILMI
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATE, 24
What’s your favourite ball sport? Rugby. It’s good for guys who don’t know how to play football like me. Your favourite female sport to watch? Female wrestling. I find it interesting because they’re so overly revealing and dramatic. What do you regret most? For the time being, nothing. because I’m pretty happy with my life. What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “I want a husband who has a smile like yours.” What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented? Baggy sheer tops that allow people to see innerwear. It’s a sign of trying too hard. Best moment in life so far? Making my parents proud after getting through college with good grades. Which actor would play you in your biopic? Zach Garfield because he’ll make it awkward and funny. I’m secretly afraid of... Snails. What REALLY makes you happy? A big slice of cheese cake.
ONE FOR THE MONEY
FLY TO SPACE.
THE FINAL
FRONTIER - NOT MANY
MEN WOULD
GET TO DO
THAT, SO TO
BE ABLE TO
DO THAT
- IT'S THE
ULTIMATE
ACHIEVEMENT.
AHMAD LUTFI AZHAR

WOMEN MAKE SUCH
GREAT LAWYERS.
WEI CHEN DOESN'T UNDERSTAND WHY
WOMEN ALWAYS WIN AT ARGUMENTS. P140

29
AHMAD
LUTFI
AZHAR
MKTG & COMM ASSOCIATE, 26
Your favourite female sport to
watch? Tennis. It requires a lot of skill
and talent to be at the top of the game.
And they look hot in their tennis skirts.
Well, maybe not Serena Williams - she
looks scary, I think she should play for
the men’s team. What’s your greatest
fashion faux pas? Baggy trousers that
exposed my boxers. I just woke up one
day and wondered why I was cleaning
the floor with it. Megan Fox, Zooey
Deschanel or Taylor Swift? Megan
Fox. She’s tough but still oozes
feminism. Zooey is too awkward and
Taylor will write a song about me when
we break up. What has been your
most life-altering decision to date?
Making a conscious choice to live in
different parts of the world. Being
exposed to different cultures have
shaped who I am today. What REALLY
makes you happy? Money. Hey, don’t
lie to yourself, you know that money
makes you happy! If you and your
best bud fall for the same girl, you
would... May the BMW (best man win)

30
MOHAMAD
ZULHAIRI
STUDENT/
PART-TIME MODEL, 22
What’s your favourite non-ball
sport? Surfing, because of the style
and you’re shirtless, so you can show
off your body. What’s the worst
fashion piece ever invented? Weird
hats that Lady Gaga wears because
they do nothing to enhance the female
form. A beautiful and intelligent
woman is... Humble. What has been
your most life-altering decision to
date? I had the option to become a
pilot but I chose mechanical
engineering instead. The interviews
were on the same day and time. I’m
secretly afraid of... Flying
cockroaches. Once, during lunch, a
cockroach flew right at me and it
landed on my face. I screamed like a
girl. How do you tell when a woman
is attracted to a man? The way she
looks his way. She also touches his
arm when she talks to him.
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**On which actor would play him in his biopic?**

**ADAM SANDLER. BECAUSE I HAVE A GOOD SENSE OF HUMOUR AND SARCASM, SO I THINK HE WILL DO A GOOD JOB.**

**31 SIMON MASILAMANY**

**PHYSIOTHERAPIST, 22**

If you could invent a type of sport, what would it be and name the three key rules? *Strip Pool.* Loser has to remove one item of clothing, said item is to be decided by the opponent and you can only wear one layer of clothing. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Choosing to be a physiotherapist. I knew I’d have to sacrifice a lot but I figured the satisfaction I’d get from helping people recover would make it worthwhile. **What’s the worst fashion piece ever invented?** Feather earrings. When I hug a girl wearing those, they either get caught in my hair, or my earrings and that just ruins the moment. True story!

---

**32 JEFFREY WONG**

**FRESH GRAD, 22**

What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? *Fickle-mindedness.* What’s No.1 on your bucket list? Play at the US Warped Tour alongside my favourite band *You Me At Six.* What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “Can I come over?”. Lacy lingerie or cute pyjamas? *Red lacy lingerie.* A beautiful and intelligent woman is... a rare treasure. What *REALLY* makes you happy? Making music, performing with my idols. What is a “skort”? The past tense of squirt.

On his type of girl**

*I PREFER SMART AND PRETTY OVER HOT GIRLS.*

---

**33 EUGENE HOH**

**MARKETING EXECUTIVE, 28**

What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? *They take forever to get ready.* What do you regret most? *Should have told my mom that I love her.* A beautiful and intelligent woman is... hard to find. **What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you?** “Please be mine.” What’s No.1 on your bucket list? *To earn a lot of money and make it in life.* What’s your greatest fashion faux pas? Wearing bandanas. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Gave up my Australian PR to come back and take care of my dad. **What REALLY makes you happy?** Recognition when I’ve done a good job.

On his best moment in life**

**SIMPLY BEING WHERE I AM TODAY.**
HARPAL SINGH
PILOT, 25
What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? Period cramps. As a man, I’d never understand that level of pain. What do you regret most? Not having experienced university or college life. I joined flight school after secondary school and missed out on the crazy things that I often hear about from friends. A beautiful and intelligent woman is... Always a man’s dream. Which actor would play you in your biopic? Sanjay Dutt. He’s charming even though he’s not the typical macho guy. I may not be buffed up but I’m a true gentleman when it comes to treating the ladies right. Best moment in life so far? Joining the airline industry that has made me who I am today. I’ve accomplished a lot compared to most guys at my age.

OWN AND DRIVE A FERRARI. IT’S THE THRILL OF DRIVING AN ITALIAN SPORT CAR.

CHOONG KAM HING
NATIONAL SQUASH PLAYER, 23
What do you regret most? Breaking promises that I’ve made. What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “My place tonight.” Lacy lingerie or cute-ish pyjamas? Cute-ish – I like cute things. Which actor would play you in your biopic? Bruce Lee. A lot of people say we look alike. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Choosing to go pro in squash instead of studying. It has given me more freedom and made my life more exciting.

SUPER FURRY JACKETS. IT’S JUST UNFLATTERING TO THE BODY. EVEN IF IT’S WINTER, YOU CAN CHOOSE TO WEAR SOMETHING ELSE!

ck free blue IS FOR THE INDEPENDENT URBAN MAN WHO THRIVES FOR THE BEST AND EXPLORES LIFE WITHOUT INHIBITIONS.
36 JULIAN TAN
PRODUCT EXECUTIVE, 25
What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women? Saying one thing but meaning another. What do you regret most? Nothing because all the events in the past are meant to happen, and they’ve made me who I am. Your favourite female sport to watch and why? Beach volleyball. It’s great to see them jumping around in bikinis. What REALLY makes you happy? Knowing that my family is happy. How do you tell when a woman is attracted to a man? When she flirts with her eyes. If you and your best bud fall for the same girl, you would... I’d walk away. It’s the Bro Code.

On his greatest fashion faux pas
GOING GOTH DURING MY TEEN YEARS - I WORE EYELINER AND BLACK NAIL POLISH.
MOHD ARIFF IKHZAM
GRAPHIC ARTIST, 28
If you could become invisible for a day, you would... rob a bank and give the money to the poor. It's like being Robin Hood. What is the ONE thing you don't get about women? The nagging. What's the worst fashion piece ever invented? Mom jeans. They make you look shorter and bigger. What's the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? "I like your shoes". What REALLY makes you happy? A warm hug from my loved ones and to know that they are in good health. Which actor would play you in your biopic? Johnny Depp. He's talented and doesn't have to look the look of a douche bag. What is "skorts"? The sound squids make when they squat.

ELVINN KEO
NATIONAL SQUASH PLAYER, 24
The ONE thing you don't get about women? Why they do so much to their hair. What's No.1 on your bucket list? Skydiving with a backflip off the plane. Best moment in life so far? Winning the gold medal in the SEA Games. What REALLY makes you happy? Owning a Lamborghini or Ferrari. If you and your best bud fall for the same girl, you would... let her choose but I'll try my best to win her. Megan Fox, Zooey Deschanel or Taylor Swift. Megan – she's stunning! What is "skorts"? Scottish accent.

Calvin Klein MAN EPITOMISES NEW MASCULINITY THAT IS SEXY YET SHARPENED WITH A SOPHISTICATED EDGE.
SAM FLYNN
BASSIST/WRITER, 24
What is the ONE thing you don’t get about women?
Why do they go to toilets in groups? What’s No.1 on your
bucket list? Buy a bucket! Best moment in life so far? When I was
crushed by a radioactive spider. What’s the worst fashion piece ever
invented? Speedos. It leaves no mystery. Everyone can see my junk
which isn’t very impressive. So the longer I can prolong that the better!
Would you rather be an owner of a football team or be a star
footballer? Owner, because I get to fire slicks and live like a rock star.

CHALLENGE HIM TO A LIGHT SABER DUEL. IT’S THE
ONLY WAY TO SETTLE A SCORE SUCH AS THIS. I GET
to be Darth Vader though because I can do a MEAN IMPERSONATION.

AZIM BIN
MOHD HULAIMI
VFX (VISUAL EFFECTS)
ARTIST, 30
What’s No.1 on your bucket
list? Bungee jumping. What’s
the sexiest thing a girl can
say to you? “You’re so beefy!”
What do you regret most?
Not seeing my grandmother for
one last time. The day she
passed away. I was enrolling
for uni and didn’t even make it
in time for her funeral. What
has been your most life-
altering decision to date? I
quit my advertising job. I was
unhealthy and had no social
life. When I finally quit, I found
my life. I’m much happier now!

BEING WITH
SOMEONE WHO
ACCEPTS ME AND
LOVES ME FOR
WHO I AM.

IMRAN FADZIL
MUSICIAN, 29
What’s the one thing you don’t get about women? Why they always think they’re fat? What’s
No.1 on your bucket list? Build a mosque in my parents’ names. What’s the sexiest thing a
girl can say to you? “If you go, I’ll go.” Lacy lingerie or cute pyjamas? Lacy please! What’s
the worst fashion piece ever invented? Fascinators, they’re ridiculous! What has been your
most life-altering decision to date? When I decided to pursue the singer-songwriter side of
me. As a solo artist, you always front and centre of the stage. That rush is awesome. Best
moment in life so far? Realising people would actually want to listen to my solo materials. I’m
secretly afraid of... ending up alone.

LEONARDO DICAPRIO FOR SURE. HE HAS A LOT OF
LAYERS, AND I HAVE A LOT OF LAYERS.
**ARJA LEE**
Actor, 29

What is your favourite non-ball sport? Roller-blading. I do it once a week at the badminton courts in USM. Which actor would you play you in your biopic? No one will play me better than myself. How do you tell when a woman is attracted to a man? When she gets shy as soon as she shows he’s interested. What REALLY makes you happy? When I see my mom happy. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? When I broke off with my Chinese girlfriend because her mum disapproved of me. It taught me that the colour of your skin shouldn’t matter when it comes to matters of the heart.

**BAD GIRLS TURN HIM ON!**
SKATE INTO THE SUNSET WITH JAMAL OTHMAN IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR DANGEROUS FUN. PG143

**ALI REZA NORRAZAK**
Operational Executive, 28

A beautiful and intelligent woman is… God’s greatest creation. Favourite ball sport? Football, because it brings the world together, especially during the World Cup. Megan Fox, Zooey Deschanel or Taylor Swift? Zooey because she’s super cute! What REALLY makes you happy? Money, lots of money. Most life-altering decision? When I became financially independent and no longer had to rely on my parents for financial support.

**THE ICONIC ck one CHAMPIONS THE INDIVIDUAL FIGHT BUT CELEBRATES TEAM SPIRIT ONE AND THE SAME.**
On how he knows if a girl is interested
WHEN SHE USES HER SUPERIOR
PERIPHERAL VISION TO CHECK HIM
OUT. I’D KNOW, BECAUSE I’M PRETTY
GOOD AT IT TOO.

44 CHRISTOPHER
WU
DOCTOR, 33

What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you?
“Do your job, give me a physical examination.”
Which actor would you have in your biopic and
why? Johnny Depp, he’s sardonic, sarcastic and
borderline insane. Best moment in life so far?
Realising I don’t need a significant other to be
content. My last breakup taught me a lot; I realised
that the person in my life should be there as a bonus
and not as a necessity. What has been your most
life-altering decision to date? I was about to major
in engineering in college, when my grandad passed
away. Something happened during his surgery –
something preventable – and it made me want to
make a difference by helping people. I’m secretly
afraid of... Needles. Yes, I know. It’s ironic...

45 SANJAY A/L
SUBRAMANIAN
GRAPHIC DESIGNER, 25

What do you regret most? Not picking up music earlier in my
life. It’s taking longer to learn right now. What is your favourite
non-ball sport? Extreme sports – inline skating, skateboarding,
and BMX. Sexiest thing a girl can say to you? Your designs
are actually good. Best moment in life so far? Last year when
my band got invited to play around Malaysia. We covered most
of West Malaysia. We toured for about 2½ months. What’s
your greatest fashion faux pas? I wore leggings for girls and
no one noticed that they were for girls before. I wore a dress
once on a dare. What has been your most life-altering
decision to date? Turning down job offers overseas that could
have changed my life. I decided to stay because of my band.
I’m secretly afraid of... Lizards. They’ve dropped on my head
and into my drink before. What REALLY makes you happy?
Making music with my band, designing and just having good
time with my friends.

On who is going to be in his biopic:
CUBA GOODING JR. HE’S A REALLY
GOOD ACTOR AND HE BRINGS
CHARACTERS TO LIFE AND IT’LL BE
COOL TO SEE HIM WITH PIERCINGS
AND TATTS.
46 AARON CHEN
FINANCIAL ANALYST, 25
If you could become invisible for a day, you’d... Help the poor by
stealing money from the rich. What do you regret
most in your life? Not being able to thank my
grandma for taking good care of me before she
passed away, I was too young. What is No.1 on
your bucket list? Be a CEO by age 35. Which
actor would you play you in your biopic? Johnny
Depp. A man with a hundred personalities which
makes life interesting. What has been your most
life-altering decision to date? I was offered a
chance to immigrate but I choose to stay back in KL
with my family, it made me realise that Malaysia is
where I want to be and this is the life I want to live.
Would you rather be a football team owner or a
star footballer? Star footballer. You’d be famous,
while the team owner could lose money.

On what he thinks of a beautiful and intelligent woman
ONE THAT IS MATURE AND ABLE TO THINK
ABOUT HER OWN CAREER PATH.

47 LASH MOHKTAR
ACTOR, 27
What is the ONE thing you don’t get about
women? What do they really want? I still have
no idea what women want. What do you regret most? I
unknowingly got myself into a situation which was reported by
a gossip columnist although I did not do anything wrong. I’ve
always avoided any unnecessary publicity. Which actor would
play your biopic and why? Ethan Hawke. He acts and he
writes so he’s a pretty smart guy. What has been your most
life-altering decision to date? Participating in CLEO 50 Most
Eligible Bachelors!

On what he’d do if he could be invisible
BE LIKE SANTA CLAUS... WHEN KIDS CRY THEIR
PARENTS CAN’T OR WON’T GET THEM
SOMETHING, I’LL GET IT FOR THEM AND
SURPRISE THEM BY LEAVING IT IN THEIR ROOM.

RICH AND DARK, intense euphoria men
IS ONLY FOR THE BOLD AND SENSUOUS
MAN WHO THRIVES ON MYSTERY.
Craig Morraies, Manager and Football Coach, 26

Best moment in life so far? Watching Manchester United win the Premier League in 1999 and meeting David Beckham. What’s No.1 on your bucket list? Skydiving. What’s the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? “I’m all yours”. A beautiful and intelligent woman is... Near enough the complete package. Megan Fox, Zooey Deschanel or Taylor Swift? Megan Fox. She’s beautiful, seductive and she’s talented. Plus she’s an action girl. What’s your greatest fashion faux pas? Braiding my hair for prom. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Moving back to Malaysia two years ago. I came back for my first full-time job and moving to an unfamiliar place was a big change for me. How do you tell when a woman is attracted to a man? It’s in her eyes. What REALLY makes you happy? I’m happiest when I’m playing football. I’m away from everything and it’s a great stress buster. I’m secretly afraid of... Cats. What is “skortis”? The more version of a skirt.

On lace lingerie or cute pyjamas

CUTE PYJAMAS. IT’S MORE EFFORTLESS AND IT’S JUST NICE TO SEE GIRLS WEAR THOSE.
JUST SHOW HIM WHAT YOU WANT
STRAIGHT SHOOTER LASH MOHKTAR ALSO LIKES HIS WOMEN IN LACY LINGERIE.

THE CLEO 50 MOST ELIGIBLE BACHELORS 2012

49
HILMI RASHID
PERSONAL TRAINER, 26
What's your favourite ball sport? Basketball, it's fun, challenging and very acrobatic. What's No.1 on your bucket list? Get married. Which actor would you like to have in your biopic? Farah Fadhil. Some people say we look alike. What's the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? "I like your body!" Lacy lingerie or cute pyjamas? Lacy – I think it's a turn-on. I like lacy thongs. A beautiful and intelligent woman is... Usually taken. How do you tell when a woman is attracted to a man? She smiles with her eyes every time she looks or talks to him. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? Choosing fitness line over the hotel line. I'm secretly afraid of... Lizards. I don't like the shape of their heads.

50
NAVIN RISHAL
RADIO CRUISER, 25
What's the sexiest thing a girl can say to you? "Let's do the wiggie." What's the worst fashion piece ever invented? T-shirts with lame pick-up lines because it's going to make the chicks go away. Saying it and having it on a T-shirt are not the same. Best moment in life so far? My band had a tour in Macau and we partied like rock stars. What has been your most life-altering decision to date? I was about to enrol for graphic design classes but I stumbled upon a brochure for a broadcasting course. I picked that instead, and graduated with a degree in broadcasting. So my graphic design days are history. What is the ONE thing you don't get about women? Mood swings. What's your greatest fashion faux pas? Wearing low-rise baggy pants that exposed my underwear.

On which actor would you like to have in his biopic?
DWAYNE JOHNSON. HE'S A REALLY GOOD ACTOR, HE'S A WRESTLER, AND HE CAN BE FUNNY AND MACHO AT THE SAME TIME.